### Department of English and Comparative Literature

**Fall 2020 DISTRIBUTION LIST BY COURSE**

#### PERIOD DISTRIBUTION

A Pre-1800

#### GEOGRAPHY DISTRIBUTION

F British, G American, H comparative/global

#### GENRE DISTRIBUTION

B poetry, C prose fiction/narrative, D drama/film/new media

Seminar courses are in bold.

### COURSE NUMBER | TITLE | CR | PROFESSOR | REQ | DAY | TIME
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
ENGL UN3001 | Literary Texts, Critical Methods | 4 | Edward Mendelson | W | 04:10P-05:25P
ENGL UN3011 | Literary Texts, Critical Methods | 0 | Alec Joyner | M | 04:00P-06:00P
ENGL UN3011 | Literary Texts, Critical Methods | 0 | Katrinna Dzyak | M | 04:00P-06:00P
ENGL UN3011 | Literary Texts, Critical Methods | 0 | Amaya Tripathi | M | 12:10P-02:00P
ENGL UN3011 | Literary Texts, Critical Methods | 0 | Lindsey Cienfuegos | M | 12:10P-02:00P
ENGL UN3011 | Literary Texts, Critical Methods | 0 | Emily Foster | M | 12:10P-02:00P

### MEDIEVAL

ENGL UN3018 | Despair and Apocalypse in Medieval Literature | 4 | Adam Horn | A, B, F | M | 12:10P-02:00P
ENGL UN3033 | The Early Chaucer | 3 | Christopher Baswell | A, C, F | T, R | 10:10A-11:25A
ENGL GU4091 | Introduction to Old English Language and Literature | 3 | Patricia Dailey | A, C, F | M, W | 10:10A-11:25A
ENGL GU4791 | Mysticism & Medieval Drama: Visionary Dramas | 3 | Eleanor Johnson | A, B, C, D, F | T, R | 11:40A-12:55P
ENGL GU4812 | Conquest, Colonialism, and the Normans | 4 | Hannah Weaver | A, H | T | 12:10P-2:00P

### RENAISSANCE

ENGL UN3262 | English Literature 1500-1600 | 3 | Kathy Eden | A, B, C, F | M, W | 04:10P-05:25P
ENGL UN3335 | Shakespeare I | 3 | James Shapiro | A, D, F | M, W | 10:10A-11:25A
ENGL GU4211 | Milton in Context | 3 | Julie Crawford | A, B, F | T, R | 01:00P-02:25P

### 18TH AND 19TH CENTURY

ENGL UN3032 | Pope | 4 | David Yerkes | A, B, F | M | 12:10P-02:00P
ENGL UN3475 | Aesthetics | 4 | James Adams | B, C | T | 02:00P-04:00P
ENGL UN3728 | American Transcendentalism | 3 | Branka Arsić | G | M, W | 02:40P-03:55P
ENGL UN3855 | Early American Ecologies | 4 | Branka Arsić | C, G | M | 04:00P-06:00P
CLRS GU4011 | Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, & the English Novel | 3 | Liza Knapp | C, H | M, W | 10:10A-11:25A
ENGL GU4300 | Religion and the English Novel | 4 | Dustin Stewart | A, C, F | R | 10:10A-12:10P
ENGL GU4402 | Romantic Poetry | 3 | Erik Gray | B, F | T, R | 10:10A-11:25A

### 20TH AND 21ST CENTURY

ENGL UN3520 | Asian American Literature | 3 | Denise Cruz | C, G, H | T, R | 11:40A-12:55P
ENGL UN3648 | Gender and Body in Graphic Narrative | 4 | Rachel Adams | C, D, G | T | 02:00P-04:00P
ENGL UN3714 | Henry James/James Baldwin | 4 | Ross Posnock | C, G | W | 04:00P-06:00P
ENGL UN3734 | American Literature and Corporate Culture | 4 | Aaron Ritzenberg | C, G | R | 02:10P-04:00P
ENGL UN3740 | Studies in African American Lit: The Novels of Toni Morrison | 4 | Farah Griffin | C, G | T | 12:10P-02:00P
ENGL UN3805 | The Political Novel | 4 | Bruce Robbins, w/Orhan Pamuk | C, G | T | 10:10A-12:00P
CLRS UN3942 | Rise of the African Novel | 4 | Joseph Slaughter | C, H | T | 04:00P-06:00P
ENGL UN3984 | Politics and American Film | 4 | Maura Spiegel | D, G | R | 06:10P-08:00P
ENGL GU4604 | American Modernism | 3 | Ross Posnock | B, C, G | T, R | 02:40P-03:55P
ENGL GU4619 | African American Literature I | 3 | Robert O'Meally | C, G | T, R | 10:10A-11:25A

### SPECIAL TOPICS

ENGL UN3612 | Introduction to Computational Literary Analysis | 4 | Jonathan Reeve | C | W | 12:10P-02:00P
ENTA UN3701 | Drama, Theatre, and Theory | 4 | Austin E. Quigley | D, H | W | 04:10P-06:00P
CLEN UN3720 | Plato the Rhetorician | 4 | Kathy Eden | A, C, H | T | 02:00P-04:00P
ENGL UN3792 | Film and Law | 4 | Julie Peters | D | R | 12:10P-02:00P
AMST UN3930 | Shakespeare in America | 4 | James Shapiro | A, C | T | 10:10A-12:00P
ENGL UN3943 | English Translations of the Bible | 4 | David Yerkes | A, C, F, G | M | 10:10A-12:00P
CLEN GU4199 | Literature and Oil | 3 | Jennifer Wenzel | C, H | M, W | 02:40P-03:55P
MATH GU4200 | Mathematics and the Humanities | 4 | Gayatri Spivak w/ Michael Harris | C, H | W | 02:10P-04:00P
CLEN GU4550 | Narrative and Human Rights | 3 | Joseph Slaughter | C, H | M, W | 05:40P-06:55P
CLEN GU4560 | Backgrounds to Contemporary Theory | 3 | Bruce Robbins | H | M, W | 10:10A-11:25A
ENGL GU4561 | Children's Literature | 3 | James Adams | C, F | M, W | 02:40P-03:55P